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The Universal Robots advantage
Universal Robots is setting new standards for how businesses 
use collaborative robot technology with fast set-up times, limitless 

fast payback. 

Fast set-up

in just 60 minutes.

Easy programming 
 Intuitive user interface dramatically reduces the time it takes to 

UR3e in as little as 87 minutes, using the free training modules at 
Universal Robots Academy.

 Quickly and easily automate almost any task with virtually unlimi-
ted applications in your production and deploy the UR3e as often 
as required. 

Collaborative 
TÜV NORD for ISO 10218-1 and safety 

functions are rated as Cat.3 PL d according to ISO 13849-1 and, 
subject to risk assessment, can typically work safely alongside 
operators on the production line, all thanks to built-in and custo-
mizable safety features. At Universal Robots, we make safety 

unlimited applications of our cobots for greater productivity and 
product quality with peace of mind.

Small but powerful, the UR3e has a payload of 3 kg and reach 
radius of 500 mm. With 360-degree rotation on all wrist joints 

high precision tasks and light assembly tasks with ease. This 
versatility is supported by the Universal Robots+ ecosystem,  
an online showroom that provides cutting-edge products to 
customize a UR robot application that perfectly meets your 
requirements. 

Limitless potential anyone can embrace   
The UR3e lets anyone program in just minutes. Use the intuitive 
Teach Pendant to program by simply moving the cobot to the 
desired waypoints or select from pre-programmed functions 
on the touchscreen. The built-in Force Torque sensor delivers 

highly sensitive applications. 

e-Series UR3e

Presenting the e-Series
The e-Series UR3e is the small but powerful version of the ground-breaking 
collaborative robot technology from Universal Robots, market leader in 
cobots. The UR3e lets your business seamlessly integrate a cutting-edge 

from the opportunities that automation offers. Boost productivity, improve 
quality and increase job satisfaction – the possibilities are endless. 
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UR3e technical details

Features

IP44
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0-50°

Digital in 16
Digital out 16
Analog in 2
Analog out 2
500 Hz control, 4 separated
high speed quadrature digital inputs

24V 2A

Control frequency: 500 Hz
ModbusTCP: 500 Hz signal frequency

frequency
USB ports: 1 USB 2.0, 1 USB 3.0

100-240VAC, 47-440Hz

90%RH (non-condensing)

Physical

475 mm x 423 mm x 268 mm
18.7 in x 16.7 in x 10.6 in

13 kg / 28.7 lbs

Steel

Teach pendant
Features

IP54

90%RH (non-condensing)

1280 x 800 pixels

Physical

Plastic

1.6 kg / 3.5 lbs

4.5 m / 177.17 in

Performance

Approx. 100 W using a typical program

All 17 advanced adjustable safety functions 
incl. elbow 
Remote Control according to ISO 10218

and

Range

Resolution

Accuracy

Range

Resolution

Accuracy

3 kg / 6.6 lbs

500 mm / 19.7 in

6 rotating joints DOF

Polyscope graphical user interface on 
12 inch touchscreen with mounting

Movement

+/- 0.03 mm, with payload, per ISO 9283

Working range Maximum speed

Base ± 360° ± 180°/s

± 360° ± 180°/s

± 360° ± 180°/s

± 360° ± 360°/s

± 360° ± 360°/s

± 360°/s

1 m/s / 39.4 in/s

Features

IP54
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Any Orientation 

Digital in  2
Digital out  2
Analog in 2
Tool communication  RS-485

12V/24V 600mA continuous, 2A peak

0-50°C*

90%RH (non-condensing)

Physical

Ø 128 mm  

Aluminium, Plastic, Steel

M8 | M8 8-pin

6 m / 236 in

11.2 kg / 24.7 lbs

*  The robot can work in a temperature range of 0-50°C. At high continuous 
joint speeds the maximum allowed ambient temperature is reduced.


